
Shop or dental Professional?
Interested in retailing? Call or mail us:
T +31 15 2141015, info@lumage.com

Manual Firsty Round Toothboxes
Preparations for use
For manuals in other languages see 
www.firsty.nu

1. Take off the lid and remove the foam ring 
from the box. Remove any superfluous rest 
parts from the foam ring. Remove the adhesive 
protection strip.

2. Cut a small photo to the size of 3,5x3,5 cm. 
Then stick this photo to the centre of the 
bottom of the box, using the central glue blob. 
Press slightly to affix.

3. Place the foam ring back into the box.
Attention: the arrow should point upwards! .
Press slightly to affix over the 2 outer glue 
blobs. These blobs allow removing and placing 
the foamring a few times.

4. Fill out the front page of the Firsty logbook.

5. Placement in the Firsty
Read the proper tooth number of the tooth or 
molar using the milk tooth card and place the 
tooth or molar in the proper hole in the foam 
holder.
The foam is to adjust itself to the tooth or
molar. If necessary, press the tooth or molar 
again after some days for proper insertion. 
If a teeth has sharp rims insert it into the hole 
from the back side of the foam ring.
If you wish you could use some glue at the 
back for a final fix of  the teeth to the foam.
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Storage of teeth and molars.
Cleaning and preparation.
Clean tooth or molar with water and 
toothpaste or non-aggressive cleaning agent, 
for instance a chlorine solution in a light 
concentration.
Plug the sink and in this way prevent the tooth 
or molar from washing away.
You can possibly prevent the tooth and molar 
from dehydrating by spraying it with hairspray.

Questions?
Feel free to mail us: info@lumage.com

Or visit www.firstteethbox.com

Design and Sales: Lumage, Delft, The 
Netherlands
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